A destination celebrated for its sense of community, Dunwoody’s small businesses and non-profit
organizations are connecting to those at home with virtual activities. Below are a few examples of the
experiences that make Dunwoody as unforgettable as it is diverse. From a trip around the world’s most
luscious wine regions to the great outdoors, Dunwoody can be discovered from the comfort of one’s living
room.
•

Tap into your inner artist during your morning coffee and afternoon tea breaks. For decades,
local non-profit organization Spruill Center for the Arts has enriched the metro Atlanta
community with art classes and exhibitions. Spruill Center for the Arts is offering a creative
outlet for all of us staying home. Tune in Weekdays at 10 a.m. and Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday at 4 p.m. to meet local artists, tour their studios and see what they are doing during this
time of quarantine. Each week, expert instructors and guest stars will lead different art
demonstrations and tours at no cost to awaken the inner artist everywhere and provide an easy,
inspired escape. The weekly line-up can be viewed HERE.

•

Embark on an outdoor adventure from the safety of your backyard. Turning the familiarity of
our backyards into a fascinating ecosystem waiting to be discovered, Dunwoody Nature Center
has created a Night Hike at Home Activity Guide for nighttime adventurers. With interactive ways
to listen to nature and educational tidbits to explain the wonders of the outdoors, Dunwoody
Nature Center guides families as they listen to the sounds in their backyards, learn about colorblind nocturnal animals and more.

•

Drink, dine and discover with wine emporium Vino Venue’s educational and virtual wine classes,
from “New World vs. Old World” courses on Pinot Noir and Cabernet Sauvignon and “Terroir
Showdown” sessions that showcase wine regions around the world. A unique way to enjoy the
fine world of wine for all levels of interest and expertise, sommelier instructors will dive into the
history, culture and language of wine through visual presentations, commentary and personal
experiences. Each virtual class also comes with wine recommendations to complement the
educational experience, available for sale at Vino Venue for curbside pick-up.

•

Unleash your inner artist in the comfort of your own home with Painting with a Twist’s ‘Twist at
Home’ kit. Painting with A Twist provides all the materials, as you follow along with talented local
artists step by step. Choose to follow along on live on their Facebook page where you can ask
questions and get live feedback, or work at your own pace with a step by step guide. Participants
can also pick up your pARTy pack curbside at the Dunwoody location.

This is just a snapshot of virtual offerings in Dunwoody during this time of distancing. For an extensive list
of business openings and altered hours/programming, please visit our website.

